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Dear Members, Donors, Clients, Volunteers & Friends,
Spring is here and I am sure many of you will share our
feelings of gratitude for the sunshine, the warmer
weather, and longer days. If you had told me a year
ago that we would still be navigating this pandemic
today, I am not sure I would have believed you. The
pandemic has taught us how to be creative and
adaptive, sometimes at a moment’s notice.

Last year, we canceled two of our fundraising events, Hike and Hoedown, due
to COVID. We did not want to go another year without these events, in part
because of the crucial funds they raise, but also because these events are
important to our community. Our first ever virtual event, our Virtual Hike for
Hospice, is taking place on May 2nd and we are excited to see how our
community of supporters gets creative and active. We are grateful to our
sponsors for stepping up to the plate and helping to ensure this event
happens this year. If you’d like more information or if you’d like to register,
please visit www.peacearchhospice.org/hike or call 604-531-7484.
Throughout the pandemic, our focus has always been on finding ways to
continue to support our community. We are open and many of our programs
and services are still offered (following all of the COVID safety protocols).
Individual counselling sessions are available in person, by phone or via Zoom.
Many of our groups have continued to meet via Zoom. We recognize the need
for these services and our priority is to ensure we are able to continue to
provide our professional services, free of charge. Thanks to all of you - our
incredible sponsors, supporters, volunteers, and donors - we have been able
to. We are so grateful for our incredible community.
Take care, stay safe and I look forward to seeing you all soon.

With gratitude,
Amanda McNally

Intuitive Expressions Bring Meaning to Mystery
By Trevor Josephson, Manager of Clinical Services, Counsellor
Words are powerful. The spoken utterances that arise from our mouths are capable of
describing detailed ideas and explaining abstract concepts. Our verbal conversations link us with
one another and help us to better understand ourselves. Yet, so often, our words fail to
completely convey the fullness and depth of our experience and we are left struggling to
communicate our inner realities to others, even to ourselves, in a comprehensible way.
This limitation is likely due to the fact that many of our experiences arise from a place of deep
complexity that is difficult to understand or express verbally. Language draws from the left
hemisphere of the brain which is often tagged as the analytical or logical side. It works in a
methodical, sequential way as it maps out a plan of action we may choose in response to life
events. It works very well for some things and not as well for others.
In contrast, creative expression is associated with the right hemisphere of the brain and is
involved in daydreaming and imagination. This is the intuitive aspect of knowing and is best
accessed through imagery, music or symbolic representations. By nature of how it bypasses
intellectual reasoning, the ‘right brain’ has the potential to open our knowing to the mysterious
aspects of human experience in a way that purposeful, rational thinking does not.
Now, just consider how many situations and events in life cause us distress and seem to escape the pursuit of verbal or intellectual
understanding. Especially when those experiences and impressions are complicated and deeply seated in the unconscious.
Struggling with a life-threatening illness or grieving the death of a loved one are certainly high on that list, if not at the very
top. Consider how the mental and emotional strain of loss can disrupt our lives and unbalance our well-being. Talking about it
with someone will certainly help, but sometimes there are areas that remain untouched due to the limitations of the left brain’s
rational approach to fully and deeply navigate the inner reaches of the unconscious.
Many people have turned to art therapy as a way of understanding their experience of loss. Recently, Joy sought grief support at
the Peace Arch Hospice Society after the death of her husband. The art therapist she worked with witnessed the expression of her
inner thoughts and feelings as she moved colours of paint across a page, blending them and letting them flow and transform in a
seemingly random pattern.
She would revisit the work periodically until eventually it took the form of a
meaningful expression. In her own words: “Flower Music, a collage, was
created in two stages. First step was a page of watercolour marks made in a
grief counseling session about three months after my husband’s unexpected
death. I painted abstractly. Keeping my hands busy helped focus and calm me
while I talked about Dennis.
“I took the incomprehensible painting home and would stare at the chaos of
colour until one day, about 4 months later, I thought maybe I could see a vase
of flowers in the paint. The second stage was done in an afternoon. Pulling out
an image from the unfinished painting was satisfying for reasons I do not
understand. My Dennis loved bright colours and old hymns and I felt close to
him as the painting almost created itself.”

Words are powerful, but art can be more powerful. Joy found meaning in the
chaos of her grief by intuitively exploring her experience of loss in a nonintellectual manner using paint and collage. The Peace Arch Hospice Society
has qualified art therapists who offer art therapy to individuals experiencing
end-of-life or to those who are grieving for the loss of a loved one. No one
need ever walk the journey alone and what better way to do so than through
the playful use of colours, shapes and textures.
Artwork by Joy, PAHS Grief Support Client

Virtual Hike for Hospice
Sunday, May 2nd, 2021

Wisdom from the Men’s Support Group about the Pandemic & Grief
By David Morrison, PAHS Volunteer
Ted1 is a member of the Support Group for Men2 sponsored by the Peace Arch
Hospice Society: a remarkable group of fellow travellers on the journey of grief. At
a recent meeting he observed, “Just when I thought that we were past the worst
of this Covid business, and about to get back to some sort of normal, WHAM, the
third wave hits and we are back into the middle of things again.” Then he added,
“It’s kind of like grief.”
“It’s kind of like grief!” It reminded me of many conversations the group has had
over the previous year and of at least four areas that we have talked about where
grief and Covid-19 overlap. I’ll call them Pervasiveness, Disruptiveness,
Endlessness, and Loneliness.
Pervasiveness:
The lead story on the evening news is always the Covid-19 case numbers. The morning news is just the same. Like
grief the pandemic hangs over us. It is always there; complex, multi-layered, intertwined. Robert, another group
member observed, “My last thought as I go to sleep is of how much I miss her. My first thought when I awake is
that she is not here.” Grief is pervasive.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the men find it helpful just to say things like this to a small group of listening friends who
know how it feels.
Disruptiveness:
During Covid-19 some were disallowed being with their loved one as they died, and traditional rituals of mourning
were denied them. Comforting contact with family and friends was curtailed. Even the services of an organization
like the Peace Arch Hospice Society were cut back.
How can one quantify the disruption to a life when one’s partner dies? Bill commented one evening. “She was my
friend, my lover, my companion, my confidante, my fellow traveler, the mother of our children, the only witness
to the life we shared. I lost all these things and so much more when I lost her.”
By denying people traditional rituals and resources of comfort and connection Covid has disrupted our normal
way of doing things. Some families have found creative ways to do things differently, including holding Memorial
Services virtually. Not a few have been surprised by the eloquence, intimacy and reach of these new ways of
honouring and remembering.

The grief group has viewed some of the video tributes prepared for these Services and have been touched by the
artful creativity and loving care that they express.
Endlessness:
In grief and in this pandemic every day seems the same as the day before and the week before and the month
before. Time itself seems somehow to be derailed. There are times we may feel like we are making progress. We
might enjoy a sunny day, or a laugh with a friend and feel that things are getting better, then WHAM it is back to
sadness and confusion all over again.
Progress is elusive and time itself a mystery. Grief is not a course of several months’ duration. It is not measured
by the ticking of the clock or the turning of the calendar page.

Wisdom from the Men’s Support Group about the Pandemic & Grief (continued)
By David Morrison, PAHS Volunteer
It may be more helpful to think of time as the meaningful moment or the significant occasion. It is the opportunity
to act according to our truest selves, our best wisdom and our highest values. The goal then is not “to get over it”
and “get back to normal” because that “normal” is gone.
James, a relative newcomer to the group commented, “I find I have to take each day as it comes. If I am sad, I am
sad. If I feel happy, I take it. I sometimes feel like I am falling apart but I try not to rush, not to judge myself and to
take my time.”
Loneliness:
But I think the heart of Ted’s lament, (and this topic comes up every meeting) is loneliness. For long stretches of
the pandemic, we have been confined to lonely places. “The house seems so empty and I have nowhere else I can
go!”
Jack, whose wife died several months before Covid struck, got out of the house as much as he could in the
beginning. He golfed, he danced, he joined groups and even took a couple of cruises. But the pandemic brought
all that to a halt. You might say that the pandemic brought grief home (both literally and figuratively).
Prevented by the pandemic from doing otherwise, increasingly the men have been coming home to their grief. By
accepting the uncomfortable feelings and difficult questions3 that swirl, the fellows are choosing, as best they can,
to honour authenticity over image, engagement over distraction, connection over withdrawal and the expression
of emotion over avoidance and rationalization.
“We Are All in This Together”
During the Covid Crisis people have often said, “We are all in this together”. This also holds true for people in
grief. We all face death eventually; the death of people we love and our own mortality. As a member of the Men’s
Grief Support Group, I am grateful that we are not alone and that we are truly, sincerely, in this together.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
1
Whenever I refer to an individual, I change names and other details in order to protect their privacy.
2
With good reason many generalizations about gender are questioned today but the members of the Men’s Grief
Support Group agree that they have learned valuable lessons from their grieving female friends. There is a
consensus in the group that for reasons psychological, social and cultural women tend to model better ways of
grieving. More than one fellow joined the support group because their late spouse specifically told them before
she died that they should do so.
3
Questions such as “What has been the meaning of my life?” “What matters most?” “What do I do now?” “What
can I do with my regrets?” “How can I carry forward what I have learned since my partner’s passing into the rest
of my life?”

Peace Arch Hospice Society Thrift Store
15562 - 24th Avenue
South Surrey, BC
604-538-7600
Facebook:
Peace Arch Hospice Society Thrift Store
Instagram:
@pahospicesocietythriftstore
Store Hours:
Mon-Sat: 10am-4pm
Sun: Closed
Donation Hours:
Tues-Fri: 9am-4pm
Sat: 10am-3pm
*Starting May 3rd, donations will also
be accepted on Mondays from 10am-

Buy a Gift Card | Help the Hungry
When you shop with a Rotary Save-OnFoods Gift Card at ANY Save-On-Foods
store, 22% of the dollar value of the Gift
Card will go to our local Food Bank - at NO
cost to you! You can purchase your SaveOn-Foods Gift Cards at our Thrift Store!

Mixed Bean Chili with Corn Recipe
Mixed Bean Chili with Corn
Ingredients:
2 tbsp oil
2 cups chopped onions. (Coarse)
2 cups carrot
1 tbsp crushed garlic
1 cup celery
2 tbsp Chili powder
1 1/2 tsp salt
1 1/2 tsp paprika
4 cups various cooked beans….
Kidney, Pinto, Black
2 cups zucchini
2 cups bell peppers
6-8 cups fresh tomatoes (can use canned with tomato paste)
2 cups corn
Directions:
In a large pot, sauté onions, carrots, garlic. 10- 15min.
Add celery, chili powder, paprika, salt and simmer another 5 min
Add remaining vegetables, except corn, and simmer for 30-45 min
Just before serving add corn and simmer for 5 min.

*Photo taken before COVID-19 at our Cooking
Together program. This program is currently
postponed until it is deemed safe to run again.*

Volunteer Spotlight
Heather Sadoway, PAHS Volunteer
How did you become involved with Peace Arch Hospice Society?
My oldest son had left home for university and I found that I had more free time
on my hands. I worked locally for Sandy Wightman, co-owner and manager of
Rescon Construction and Sunshine Coast Holdings. Sandy thought I would be a
good fit for the job because his current employee was moving to Alberta and she
was a Pisces, his wife was a Pisces, and he noted that I too was also a Pisces. I
thought it was amusing logic for a P.Eng.
I knew I was in the right place when he told me on my first day on the job… “I
want you to understand that my family is most important to me and I know that
your family is most important to you. If you ever need to leave the office
because of a family emergency, and I am not here, just lock the office door and
go.” I felt comforted knowing that my personal values were welcome at work and fortunately, there was only
one time that I needed to follow through on Sandy’s procedure, but that is another story…
Through my work with Sandy, I learned so much about the community I lived in. Sandy was a member of the
Board of Directors of Peace Arch Hospital, and his wife Mary-Lou was a PAH Hospital Auxiliary member. One
day I saw an ad in the paper that the Hospice Board was looking for members. I was curious. I contacted Roy
Cammack whose name was on the ad. Not knowing what Hospice was about, I asked him for details. He let
me know how the White Rock Hospice Society supported people at end-of-life and asked if I was interested
in becoming a Board Member for the Society. I said no, but I think instead I would like to apply to be a
volunteer for the Society. I knew right away that I wanted to be a frontline volunteer and that I would be
comfortable walking people through their end-of-life. I did not have a lot of experience with people dying in
my family, though I felt an instinctual awareness that death was not something I would need to fear.
I took the Level 1 and 2 training courses and I soon became a Vigil Volunteer, taking middle of the night shifts
because I worked during the day. I knew how important it was for a dying person to have a support person
at their bedside and how the middle of the night shifts were often the hardest to fill. I also started working
with 1-1 bereavement clients.
Sandy was so supportive of my hospice work. He often said that I should take a couple of hours to sleep in
the morning after a vigil shift, but I never did. I found I could go to bed at 7:00 pm, wake up at 2:00 am and
be at bedside for the 3:00 am shift. I found I did not need a nap before going to work.
How have you maintained your commitment to hospice volunteering over the last 18 years?

I always found it a privilege to do this work. I see dying as a most sacred and precious time of life. It is an
important time, when people are leaving their histories that have made up their lives. It is the ‘circle of life’.
Do you have a story that you would like to share?
Recently I had the opportunity to companion a friend who was dying. Her adult son felt uncertain that he
could be at his mother’s bedside. I volunteered my support to him. We went together to his mother’s
bedside and spent many hours that lasted almost two weeks, doing our vigil, before she died. Together we
witnessed her death. Since her passing her son has shared with me more than once, that the time with his
mother was such a special time and that he was grateful to me for being able to support him too.
I am blessed to be a member of our Hospice Society and my volunteer work fills my heart with joy and
purpose.

Debbie Nedelak Direct Mail Campaign

Thank you to everyone who donated to our Debbie Nedelak Direct
Mail Campaign. We are so grateful for your support.
This campaign was part one of a three part series. In honour of
Mother’s Day, Jody is sharing treasured memories of his mom and
how she was his biggest supporter through our upcoming Mother’s
Day Direct Mail Campaign.
To learn more about this campaign, please read below.
Of all the aspects of life a mother aims to prepare her child for, the excruciating
emotional journey following her loss and navigating the new landscape of daily
life in her absence are unavoidable. In late 2019, Jody Nedelak lost his mom
Debbie, who for over two decades, courageously battled two diagnoses of
breast cancer and a terminal diagnosis of brain cancer. On Wednesday,
November 6th at the age of 63, Debra Nedelak passed away at the Peace Arch
Hospice Residence with her loving son Jody and husband Jim at her side.
This Mother’s Day, consider giving a gift in honour of the moms in your life.
After receiving such exceptional compassionate care and grief support during the most difficult time in their
lives, Jim and Jody Nedelak have contributed the money they have raised through the Debra Nedelak
Memorial Fund to Peace Arch Hospice Society. By generously donating, your gift will help families like the
Nedelaks by ensuring our professional programs and services remain free and accessible for all of those
facing this challenging time now and into the future.
Give a gift in honour of the moms in your life this Mother’s Day and Peace Arch
Hospice Society will send them a card and a small bag of wildflower seeds to
acknowledge your gift. If you give a gift in memory of someone, PAHS will send
you a small bag of seeds to plant in their memory.
The first several donors who donate $200.00 or more to this campaign will be
gifted a limited edition original numbered print of “Generations of Hope” signed
by artist, Jim Nedelak.
To
donate
to
this
campaign,
please
visit
our
website
at www.peacearchhospice.org/donate-online and select the Debbie Nedelak
Direct Mail Campaign from the dropdown on step 2, or you can call 604-5317484 to donate over the phone.
If you have any questions, please email Emiko at emi@pahospicesociety.org or you call her at 604-531-7484
ext. 113.

In Memoriam
Peace Arch Hospice Society recognizes the loss of the following people and is grateful for the
contributions that were made in their memory. December 1st, 2020 - March 31, 2021.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Christiane Berner
Carol Berry
Terry Blaker
Henry Block
Peter Charles
Sandro Colasacco
Janie Creighton
Johan de Koning
John Dixon

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vibeke Doerger
Nazir Fazal
Don Home
Roger Keith Martin
Denise Kirkwood
Bill Mann
Isabelle Marie Bracken
Mary Maydanyk
Phyllis McDonald

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In Loving Memory
Those we love don't go away,
they walk beside us every day,
unseen, unheard, but always near,
still loved, still missed, still very dear.

Ray Pelto
Trevor Phillips
Robert Pieper
Julia Scoten
Rod Scott
Robert Shumka
Srecko (Lucky) Stipanov
Halina Struser
Dorothy Taylor

Did You Know?

From December 2020 to March 2021:

• Our Counsellors saw 237 Clients of which 61 were new
• Our Counsellors held 417 individual counselling sessions
• 30 Clients were supported by our Volunteers
• 208 Clients attended our Group Programs
• Our Supportive Care Centre answered 850 phone calls
during office hours
**Please note that this is only a partial list of our programs.

Special Thanks
We would like to thank the following individuals, organizations, companies, and foundations who have
generously made donations from December 1st, 2020 to March 31st, 2021 to help support people in our
community as they face terminal illness or bereavement. Together we can make a difference.
• 1140850 B.C. Ltd

• Sheena Ball

• Richard Bentley

• Richard Boyer

• 7Rooms

• Barry Baniulis

• Joanne Berman

• Wendy Boyko

• Rose Ackerman

• Patricia Barnes

• Lilian Bethel

• Edwin Bracken

• Patricia Adams

• Alice Barpoutis

• William Blair

• Judith Brandon

• Jeanette Agnes Beaulieu

• Jeevan Basra

• Eva Blaker

• Elizabeth Brear

• Morag Alvevnaz

• Lana Batcheller

• Dorothy Blandford

• Brenda Brice

• Lynn Andersen

• Gillian Bateman

• Laura Block

• Georgia Briggs

• Martha Andersen

• Joseph Baxfield

• Jim Bloye

• Edward Brignall

• Patricia Anderson

• Susan Baxter

• Estelle Bogoch

• Carole Brost

• Anglican Church Women
of St. Marks

• Desmond & Carolyn Beall

• Menno Boldt

• Patricia Browne

• Keith Becker

• Martine Bollard

• Lynn Brownell

• Dorothy Angus

• Joan Belfry

• Dan Bouillet

• Doreen Bruce

• Sheila Appleford

• Jane Bellringer

• Shelagh Bouttell

• Marilyn Bryson

• Joan Baker

• Leslie & Sheelagh Bennett

• Akasha Bowes

• Maureen Buchholz

Special Thanks
We would like to thank the following individuals, organizations, companies, and foundations who have generously
made donations from December 1st, 2020 to March 31st, 2021 to help support people in our community as they face
terminal illness or bereavement. Together we can make a difference.
• Ronald Budworth

• Sharon Darlington

• Betty Fenwick

• Jaqueline Gresko

• Jeanine Burns
• Butterley Family Foundation
Inc.

• Vickie Darts

• Kelly Fergusson

• Joanne Griffin

• Ann Dauphinee

• Anne Ferris

• Gail Grinstead

• Ross Davidson

• Wendy Filiatrautt

• Cathy Guarasci

• David Calibaba
• Helene Cameron
• CANNEPP Boiler Room
Technologies Ltd.

• Jessie Dawson

• Dorothy Filsinger

• Arlene Guarino

• Bonnie de Koning

• Bonita Findlay

• Geoffrey Gudewill

• Audrey Dean

• Doris Findlay

• Laurie Haliburton

• Heather Dennedy

• Victoria Finley

• Eileen Hamilton

• Diana Carlisle

• Dominic Denofrio
• Jyoti Derodra

• Five Corners Vietnamese
Restaurant

• Keith Hanson

• Barbara Carmichael
• Stan Carter
• CFUW White Rock Surrey
Club BC

• Nichole Desjardins

• Robert Flowers

• Winifred E. Harris

• Joan Dewinetz

• Daphne Fortin

• Brenda Harrison

• Vonda Dickman

• Denise Foxall

• Maureen Harrison

• Lyle Chase
• Vicki Chatterley

• Linda Dilworth

• Kim Franklin

• Kim Hartley

• Qi Feng Ding

• Jean Fraser

• James Hartt

• Dave Chesney

• Joan Dixon
• DMCL Chartered Professional
Accountants

• Linda Fraser

• Lauren Hartt

• Christina Freiheit

• Fran Havinga

• Jane & Victor Freiheit

• Geoffrey Hayes

• Heather Friesen

• Jane Hayes

• Bonny Frost

• Shelly Hayes

• City of White Rock

• Kathlene Dobie
• Trudy Dollman
• Marguerite (Peggy) Dolman

• Stanley Fryer

• Scott Heathe

• Janis Clark

• DeeDee Doyle

• Michelle Gadoury

• Rikki Hepburn

• Kathy Clark

• Jean Dutton

• Ellen Galeno

• Jean Herron

• Anne Clarke

• Lorne Ebenal

• Kathey Galiot

• Hayley Hickman

• Sharon Clayton

• Shelley Eckstein

• Taylor Gallaher

• Colin Hicks

• Gerda Clifford

• Barbara Ell

• Linda Gene Coyle

• Keith Hilsinger

• Denise Cohen

• Mark Ellery

• Arndt Gerz

• Nancy Hirschkorn

• Linda Colasacco

• Gail Emameeb

• Lois Gibbons

• L. Doreen Hoath

• Janet Coleman

• Janis Emberly

• Kathleen Gillard

• Gordon J. Hogg

• Margaret Cowley

• Janette Emsley

• Patti Gilliland

• Heather Crane

• Debbie Engelland

• Wayne & Judie Gingrich

• Holiday Home Tour for
Hope

• Rick Crozier

• Penny Essex

• Helen Glavin

• Ian Holliday

• Stephen Crozier

• Wendy Evanish

• Elaine Godwin

• Jacqueline Crux

• Keith Evans

• Susan Gough

• Graham Cuddy

• Kenneth Evans

• Claire Gould

• Penny Cuddy

• Rick Everest

• Robert Goulet

• Eleanor Holton
• Homelife Benchmark
Realty Corp: Tyson Angus
& Mike Grahame Prec

• Lynn Cullen

• Susan Faester

• Dolores Grant

• Nancy Honeywell

• Margaret Curiston

• Marilyn Fairbairn

• Gerry Greenstone

• Greta Hopkins

• Nigel Cutler

• Andrea Feldman

• William Greig

• Dianne Hoskins

• Norma Dacre

• Pearl Feldman

• Carolyn Greshuk

• Teresa Hotell

• Lorna Christiansen
• Jackie Christofferson
• Nancy Christy
• City of Surrey

• Marsha Harling

If you're interested in donating, please visit our website at
www.peacearchhospice.org/donate-online/ or call our office at 604-531-7484.
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• Teresa Hough

• Genvieve Loslier

• Marlyn McLean

• Joyce Ness

• Brian Hoven

• Walter Lowry

• Veronica McLean

• Linda Neumann

• Lawrence Howlett

• Taylor-Marie Lubberts

• Susan McLellan

• Catherine Newell

• Shirley Humphrey

• Donna Lucas

• Hugh McMillan

• John Newell

• Joan Hunter
• Mary Hunter

• Angela Lung

• Cindy McMullen

• Sheila Neyedli

• Dennis Lypka

• Amanda McNally

• Betty Nicholson

• Daniel Ilich

• Amy Mabie

• Byrne McNamara

• David North

• Lorna MacGregor

• B.J. McNeil

• Ben Nuttall-Smith

• Shannon MacInnes

• Patrick O'Brien

• Gail MacKenzie

• Constance McPherson
• Terry Meek

• Joan MacKenzie

• Michael Meeks

• Maria Olding

• Lynn Mackenzie

• Doris Olesen

• Judy Irvine
•
•
•
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Lori Ishikawa
Donglin Jiang
Malcolm Jones
Donna Kaluza

• Ashley Okazaki

• Paulette & Robert Keith

• June MacLean

• Marilyn Kelm

• Madeline Bee

• Wendy Merwick
• Metro Vancouver Real
Estate Guide

• Charles King

• Diana Maggisano

• Donna Metz

• Geraldine Ormiston

• Susan Kinross

• Mail O Matic

• Irene Michaluk

• Alana Orrell

• Joy Kirkwood

• Alexis Michelle Zehr

• Joan Paddick

• Rita Miller

• Louise Palmer

• Julie Milligan

• Sylvia Palmer

• Linda Milligan

• Bill Parliament

• Lynn Koyzan

•
•
•
•
•

• Karen Mitchell

• Pearly Parmar

• Connie Kuhn

• Noel Mankey

• Mitchell Press

• Jayne Pattison

• Christine Laborde

• Jane Manning

• Shiraz Mohamed

• Linda Sue Peaker

• Kelly A. Laflamme

• Yvonne Manville

• Henny Molholdt

• Tara Pedersen

• Shelley Lamb

• Elaine Marshall

• Rosella Moloughney

• Jennifer Peles

• Deirdre Lane

• Erin Marshall

• Edna Monk

• Karli Pendergast

• Jason Lange

• Patti Marshall

• Marjorie Mooney

• Marlene Penney

• Ron Langham

• Heidi Martel

• Betty Morfitt

• Arlene Pereira

• Gary Lee

• Nancy Martin

• Dawne Morrison

• Susan Petterson

• Peggy Lee

• Marianela Martinez

• Heather Moulin

• Duane Lefebvre

• Jill Martyniuk

• Mike & Shelly Mullin

• Phillip Crocker
Photography
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• Kathleen McAuliffe

• Steve Murray

• Jill Phillips

• Cindy Lentz

• Kim McClelland

• Brian Murtsell

• Lois Phillips

• Katheryn Leszczynski

• Orville & Arlene McCrea

• Amanda Myring

• Charles & Donna Pieper

• Lisa Lewis

• Denise McCune

• Jeanne Nark

• Barbara Pinkiewicz

• Mark McDonald

• Nature's Fare Market

• Joyce Poley

• Rachel Linden

• Marilyn McFadyen Hurd

• Judy Nault

• Diane Preston

• Sharilyn Lindsay

• Joan McGiveron

• Gary & Linda Nedelak

• Joan Pretty

• Rick Linford

• Kathy McIntyre

• Jim Nedelak

• Sherryl Puchlik

• Margaret McLachlan

• Mary Nedelak

• Bernadette Pughe

• Beth Kish
• Jutta Koloska
• Jacobus Koning

• Trevor Lewis

• Pam Little

Krista Malcolm
M. Rae Malcolm
Karen Manary
Ranjeev Mangla
Liz Maniquet

• John Oliver
• Eva Olsen

If you're interested in donating, please visit our website at
www.peacearchhospice.org/donate-online/ or call our office at 604-531-7484.
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made donations from December 1st, 2020 to March 31st, 2021 to help support people in our community as they face
terminal illness or bereavement. Together we can make a difference.
• Gail Purdy

• Scotts Canada Ltd.

• The Estate of John Page

• Dawn White

• Olga Sherry Purdy

• Maritta Seiler

• Laura Thibeault

• Mary Pushie

• Debi Shannon

• Brad Thompson

• Diane Quan

• Randall Shaw

• Torrie Thomsen

• Helen Rae
• Brenda Rae Hanson

• Joseph Shilliday

• Heather Thomson

• Dorothy Randall

• Rosemary Simituk

• Denise White
• White Rock Medical
Associates
• White Rock Ulock Mini
Storage
• Heidi Wightman

• Robin Rankine
•
•
•
•

Jane Reeves
John Regan
Marion Reid
Remax Colonial Pacific Realty
Ltd.

• Navroop Sidhu
• Rick Singh
• Colleen Siple
• Ebba Siple
• Linda Slater
• Valerie Slaunwhite
• Donna Smith

• Lise Renaud

• Krystyna Smith

• Sandy Rhyason

• Rycarda Smith

• Bill & Diane Ridge

• Janice Smithaniuk

• Tamra Jaye (Tammy) Ritchie

• Jane Rogerson

•
•
•
•
•

• John Ross

• Maribeth Stavness

• Monica Ross

• Eric Stepura

• Rotary Club of Semiahmoo
(White Rock) #26587
• Pat Rudl

• Bradley Stevens

• Mary Lou Rust

• Reesa Struser

• Ryder Creek Projects Ltd.

• Tracy Struss

• Heather Sadoway

• Jeff Stuart

• Shelia Sampson

• Ken & Catherine Sully

• Piya Sandhu
• Marni Sargeant

• SurreyCares Community
Foundation

• Petra Savard

• P.F. Swan

• Dorothee Schenk

• David Swansburg

• Marlene Schindel

• Kenneth Swansburg

• Bonita Schoenberger

• Michael Syroid

• Julia Schur

• Susan Tan

• Ken Scoten

• Elizabeth Taylor

• Jerry Scott

• Margaret Grace Terpstra

• Robert Scott

• The Block Charitable Fdn.

• Joyce Robb
• Dave Roberts
• Gail Robertson

Ian Spence
Gary Spencer
Carole Spilchen
Pamela Stadnyk
Mitchell Stark

• Barbara Stevenson
• Sherrie Stockley

• Kari Tierney
• Laurie Tocher
• Bill Tonelli
• Laurie Triggs
• Beryl Trimble

• Jill Wilchek
• Wild River Forest
Products

• Gabrielle Trouton

• Eunice (Mollie) Williams
• Jeff Williams

• Beverly Tulev

• Diane Wills

• Tibor Tusnady
• Tweet Shoppe & Vintage
Rentals
• Randy Unger

• Sophie Wilson

• Amanda Uowolo

• Lynn Woodcock

• Pat Utendale
• Bryan Uyesugi
• Tracey Valente
• Susan Vales
• Karel Vanturennout
• Kristine Vasko
• Delle Vaughan
• Mistee Walker
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Florence Wall
Colleen Walten
Kelly Walters
Leslie & Gary Walters
Gail Warren
Carolyn Watson
Megan Way
Wendy Webb
Barb Webster
Joan Webster
Sandra Weinmueller
Kandis Wells
West Coast Gardens
Wester Communities Foundation

• Elizabeth Winkler
• Bert Wolfe
• Lois Wood
• Brenda Worden
• Therese Wright
• Andrea WyndhamAdams
• Karen Yacyshyn
• Millie Yano
• Tom Yipp
• Lori Ykema
• Janice Young
• Lynda Young
• Sharon Young
• Todd Zanatta
• Marie Ann Zelenecas
• Dinah Zimmerman

Thank
You!

Peace Arch Hospice Society

Peace Arch Hospice Society...a special kind of caring
15435—16A Avenue, South Surrey, BC V4A 1T2 Ph: 604-531-7484 www.peacearchhospice.org

Spring 2021

Name (please print):_________________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address:______________________________________________________________________________________________
City/Prov:___________________________________________________ Postal Code:____________________________________
Email Address:_______________________________________________ Phone #:________________________________
Please accept my one-time donation of $_______________ OR Please accept my monthly donation of $_______________
▢ I would like an emailed tax receipt and give Peace Arch Hospice Society permission to contact me via email.
▢ YES, include $20.00 to become a member/renew my membership of Peace Arch Hospice Society (valid Jan 1—Dec 31)
▢ My donation is in memory of _______________________________
Please send notification of my memorial gift to (no $ amount will be included in the acknowledgement)
Name:____________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________
City/Prov:________________________ Postal Code:_______________
CHEQUE ▢ CASH ▢ VISA ▢ MASTERCARD ▢ #: ___ ___ ___ ___ /___ ___ ___ ___ /___ ___ ___ ___ /___ ___ ___ ___
Expiry Date: ___ ___/___ ___

Card Validation Digits: ___ ___ ___

Name on card (please print): ___________________________________ Phone #:___________________________________
Registered Charitable #: 11929 7513 RR0001

Tax receipts will be issued for memberships/donations of $20.00 or more.

For secure, online donations visit www.peacearchhospice/org

